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ABSTRACTS

GRAHAM BARWELL

‘Coleridge’s Albatross and the Impulse to Seabird Conservation’

Albatrosses became known to Europeans in the eighteenth century but it was Coleridge’s poem about the terrible consequences of killing an albatross that gave the bird its prominence and determined its cultural significance. Despite the influence of the poem on the imagination and language of its many readers, it had remarkably little effect on the actual treatment of albatrosses which were readily killed for sport, food or feathers. As the impulse towards seabird conservation developed in the late twentieth century, the albatross has become the exemplar of the plight of seabirds and Coleridge’s poem has been recast as conservationist work, but its real significance is in the way it provided a conception of the bird and established its profile in the Western imagination.

LUCILE DESBLACHE

‘Writers on the Wing: Birds and the (De/Ee)construction of Cultural Memory in Patrick Chamoiseau and J.M. Coetzee’s Fictional Narratives’

This article considers representations of birds in Patrick Chamoiseau’s and J.M. Coetzee’s most recent fiction. Both writers include birds as real, non-human creatures and distance their vision from the imaginary tutelage inherent in tropic representation. Yet echoes of tropes are always perceptible and are re/ or deconstructed by both novelists, consciously or unconsciously. Chamoiseau’s and Coetzee’s approaches are entirely contrasting. For the Martinican writer, birds are instrumental agents of awareness of a present reality, and as such, are essential to the revisiting of colonial history. They are also indispensable mediators between human and non-human worlds. Coetzee’s visions of winged creatures on the other hand, and as we might expect, emerge as dark, lonely figures reflecting the perverse obsession of the human species with rationality and power.

ADRIAN FRANKLIN

‘Relating to Birds in Postcolonial Australia’

Drawing on a recent national survey of human-animal relations in Australia this paper asks the question: how do we relate to birds in postcolonial Australia? Most studies of relationships to animals in contemporary Australia emphasise the continuing significance of colonial and post-colonial conditions and this is particularly true in the case of birds since they were one of the first native categories to arouse different, conserving and proto-environmentalist sentiments. In particular, historical, literary and recent survey data will be deployed to address
an apparent anomaly in the pattern of human associations with birds in Australia: despite a strong track record of concern for birds, the proportion of birdwatchers in the population is low in comparison to the USA and UK and the proportion of people who keep native birds captive (in cages or aviaries) is comparatively high.

DOROTHY JONES

‘Flying Godwits and Migrating Kiwis: Towards Another Summer’

Janet Frame’s novel *Towards Another Summer*, written in 1963 but published posthumously only in 2007 by the Janet Frame Literary Trust, reflects on the process of migration. Vivid memories of her New Zealand childhood are provoked in the novelist heroine, Grace Cleave, after travelling from her London flat to spend the weekend in northern England with a couple who have strong New Zealand connections. Grace becomes convinced she has undergone an overnight transformation into a migratory bird, though her metamorphosis is psychic rather than physical. The novel, which contains allusions to Charles Brasch’s poetry and Robin Hyde’s 1938 novel *The Godwits Fly*, mingles fantasy with meticulously realistic descriptions of life both in England and in New Zealand to show how migration changes perceptions of oneself and one’s country of origin.

JULIA MARTIN

‘A Poem about a Bird Can be a Picture of the World: Reading “Heron’s Place” by Jeremy Cronin’

In ‘Heron’s Place’, a poem from Jeremy Cronin’s recent collection, *More than a Casual Contact*, the attentive observation of a particular bird fishing for minnows in a liminal realm at the edges of human habitation becomes an opportunity for reflection. At one level, the poem is concerned with the impact of the sugar industry in the Tongati river estuary, and with what this reveals about the manifestation of human power and culture in a specific place. At the same time, the heron who continues to dwell and fish in this ambiguous territory becomes one instance of a kind of resistance which human beings may also practice. Vigilance, tenacity, specificity … in the absorption she brings to her ancient task, the heron embodies a quality of attention, integrity and endurance within or amidst an environment infused with the globalised networks of business, money and power. Though she may not be free of its constraints, her awareness-in-place evokes the possibility of a resilient cultural practice which survives somehow, in spite of it all. Reading the poem, my response is situated in terms of my own location as a teacher of English literature in South Africa.
TRAVIS V. MASON
‘West-Coast Birding as Postcolonial Strategy: Literary Criticism in the Field’

This essay comprises three literary ecotones. Each one recounts the experiences of a fictional student, the Birder-Critic, as he considers the intersection of postcolonial and ecocritical reading strategies and struggles to enact the theoretical process of stepping out of the office and into the field. Appropriately, the ecotones are titled Field Marks, Field Guides, and Field Notes. They trace the Birder-Critic’s challenges in identifying/naming birds in the field, learning how to read/use field guides, and developing the discipline and skills to write field notes, respectively.

PENNY OLSEN
‘Raper’s Bountiful Birds: A First Fleeter’s Impressions of Australia’s Avifauna’

The First Fleet was dispatched to establish a British colony in New South Wales at a high point of interest in natural history, yet there were no naturalists or artists in the company. The task fell to the naval officers, trained draughtsmen and chart makers, whose drawings have both historical and zoological value. The most able and imaginative was young midshipman George Raper. His work provides a record of the bird life at the time of settlement and of species subsequently lost. It also hints at a different motivation for his brief, bright engagement with birds.

JAMES TAR TSAAIOR
‘The Significance of Avian Metaphors in Akachi Adimora-Ezeibgo’s Children of the Eagle’

This essay argues that avian metaphors in Akachi Adimora-Ezeigbo’s novel, Children of the Eagle are representative of specific gender politics and ideologies of patriarchal Igbo society in south-eastern Nigeria. In the novel, women radically contest male power through their creative mobilisation and appropriation of particular avian metaphors — previously an exclusive phallic preserve — to reconstitute the patterns of socio-political and cultural relations in Igbo and the wider Nigerian society. The eagle for example is appropriated to represent the renewed energy of female principle in order to subvert or undermine patriarchy. The author submits that the avian metaphors in the novel valorise a revolutionary temperament which is capable of re-defining the structures of Igbo and Nigerian society and is aimed at the re-configuration of gender relations in a manner that rehabilitates women, giving them a prominent, if not leading, role in fashioning the society of the future.
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